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Vanity collections
Living Square and Palace ceramic
vanity collections offer customizable
and cutable contemporary ceramic
vanities and shelving solutions. Vanities can be cut to fit, even on a diagonal. Each collection has a full
complement of furniture and accessories. Vanity sizes for Living Square
run from 25.6" to 70", and Palace’s
countertops run from 35.4" to a double vanity at 70". Shelving is cutable
to fit with the vanities, and Palace has
integrated towel rails. LAUFEN.
www.laufen.com

Condensing tankless water heater
The ecoTOUGH™ series of gas-fired
residential condensing tankless water
heaters now includes the NRC83, an
ENERGY STAR®rated unit designed
for smaller homes
and multi-family
dwellings. Available in indoor (2pipe, direct vent
NRC83-DV) and
outdoor (NRC83OD) models, the
wall-mounted units
have an energy factor of 0.92 for natural gas and 0.94 with LP, about 30
points higher than a standard gas-fired
water heater. NRC83 has a gas-consumption range of 16,000 to 157,000
Btu/h, flow rates from 0.5 to 8.3 gpm
and temperature settings from 100°F to
140°F. Noritz America Corp.
www.Noritz.com

Kitchen faucets
The KWC SIN kitchen faucet series
offers four ADA-compliant models.
Each can be swiveled through 360°.
A swivel spout model offers maximum clearance; other models have a
pull-down aerator integrated into the
hose guide inside the spout;
a pull-down
spray that can
extend more
than 19" from
the 360-degree swivelling
spout;
and a patented
highflex®
spring hose
with an adjustable dual-jet spray and a swivel
spout with a pivot range of a full
360°. KWC.
www.kwc.us.com

Sophisticated bath fixtures

Radiant tubing mat
A custom-designed, prefabricated, pre-pressurized network of PEX-a tubing,
the Radiant Rollout™ mat is the ideal solution for faster, more consistent installations for large commercial radiant heating and cooling applications —
saving up to 85% in installation time. The mat consists of hePEX™ (oxygen
barrier) or AquaPEX® (non-barrier) PEX-a tubing connected with ProPEX® engineered plastic (EP) fittings, which are safe for burial in the slab and offer fast
onsite customization when necessary. The mat can install about eight times
faster than conventional radiant tubing installation methods, potentially shaving
weeks off an installation schedule. Uponor Inc.
www.uponor-usa.com

Multi-function showerheads
The Waterfall™ series of 2.5 gpm showerheads are
made of ABS and brass. The Multnomah™, a widefaced “rain-style” showerhead, offers five unique spray
patterns and comes in both a fixed and a handheld version. The Victoria™ offers seven different spray patterns
and also comes in fixed and handheld versions. A
combo-pack includes a fixed and a handheld showerhead from each series and a 3-way diverter. With the diverter, the two showerheads can work independently or
together in one bath, or they can be separated and used
in different baths. ConservCo.
www.conservco.us

Condensing boilers & water heaters
Keystone boilers are available in five models from
399 to 850 MBH. High efficiency, condensing
stainless steel heat exchanger and sealed combustion. Condensing volume water heaters in four
models from 199 MBH to 500 MBH for high volume DHW needs have durable stainless steel heat
exchanger; efficiency is 95% to 97%. Advanced
control with a large user interface modulates firing
rate for a 5 - 1 turndown. Combine up to 8 boilers
or water heaters in a cascade arrangement and can
interface with many building automation systems. Triangle Tube.
www.triangletube.com

The SUPERIOR toilet, with coordinating washbasins, brings high style
to the bath. Measuring 28" deep,
front-to-rear, the toilet utilizes a standard 12" rough-in (drain socket). A
single press of a chrome button atop
the tank engages Jet Stream Flush, a
system that uses 1.6 gpf to discharge
water from the rim to clean the bowl,
while a powerful stream from the
siphon jet carries waste away. Coordinating washbasins are available in
pedestal, wall-mount or undercounter
styles, with three-hole or single-hole
options. INAX.
www.inax-usa.com

Collett covers
Part of a standard line of quick-connect fittings, the key to the fittings’
unique locking ability is their
patented collet, which comes with
stainless steel teeth to grip inserted
pipe and which provides, along

with an EPDM O-ring, a
permanent, leak-proof seal.
Color-coded collet covers are
available in both inch and metric sizes
for use in water treatment/filtration
systems. The covers are available in
black, yellow, blue, red, gray and
green. Sizes range from 3/16" to
5/16"and 4mm to 22mm. A collet locking tool is available in sizes ranging
from 3/16" to 1/2". John Guest USA.
www.johnguest.com

Condensing product accessories
A condensate neutralizer accessory
runs condensation through a container filled with limestone media,
which raises its pH level to make the
liquid less acidic, re-

Bathroom fixtures
The stylish, affordable Brentwood Suite’s detailed beveled edges, scalloped corners and clean flat surfaces are seen in all the suite’s fixtures. All tubs are roomy
and deep; in addition to a soaking-tub
option, homeowners can also enjoy
spa amenities with whirlpool and airbath configurations. Lavatories include self-rimming and under-counter
models, and the matching elongated
SmartHeight™ ADA toilet features a
concealed trapway for easy cleaning,
which is the consumer’s No. 1 requested upgrade feature.
Mansfield Plumbing Products.
www.mansfieldplumbing.com
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sulting in neutral water that can be drained directly
from the unit into a public sewer. A
dual pipe venting option for condensing tankless water heaters connects to
a standard concentric vent via a concentric twin pipe adaptor, enabling
more installation options by accommodating venting in tight spaces, such as
between a ceiling and subfloor, making
raised terminations easier and cheaper.
Rinnai America Corporation.
www.rinnai.us

